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Aaah! Zombies

We?ve all seen them- stumbling zombies with their arms and
limbs falling off causing mayhem and destruction and death as they come. We watch as they
come close to the heroes who wait ready to take off their heads or smash their brains in thus
ending their horrible half-life. Zombies are ugly things too. It?s not much wonder we hate them
along with their diet of brains and flesh. But have you ever thought about the zombies? [3]
They didn?t ask to be flesh eating walking dead. I mean maybe all they really wanted to do in
the first place is talk to you and give you their story or give you a hug. Maybe they don?t even
know they're zombies. Maybe they think they?re fine and it's everyone else that's gone crazy.
If they do know they are zombies maybe all they may want is to be left alone to live their own
life/death. It?s possible, you know. Maybe.
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Aaah! Zombies [4]is the first film I?ve seen that approaches the great human ? zombie battle
from the side of the zombies. It?s a dark comedy about zombie life that might even be the first
zombie family friendly film (OK that might be pushing it a little) If you?ve ever wondered what
it?s really like to be a zombie Aaah! Zombies [4] is for you.
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